In the postgraduate area, two programs were implemented: that of Returning to the 15 years of scientifi c production in the postgraduate courses in Journalism at ECA-USP and also taking into consideration the quantitative breakdown of the studies along the time line, it is interesting to emphasize that the data refer fi rst to a period of six years; then to a period of four years and fi nally to a period of two years and three months. That is, as the years pass by, the scientifi c production has increased inversely to the period of time lapsed. Just by itself, this would be encouraging information with relation to the advance of journalism research in our country. (See the following graph). and that serve not only as a cross section but also represent a gender of "showcase" of journalism research, a signifi cant portion of the scientifi c production in this area of specifi c knowledge?
In general it is clear that at least fi ve topics appear with greater frequency between 1989 and 1995, and among them the works dealing with print journalism stand out, as a kind of main line among the studies developed during the period. Segmented journalistic production, studies on the regional press, journalism and politics and personalities of the Brazilian press are the four subjects that complete the fi rst phase of the material analyzed. Case studies and analyses of content predominate as methodological resources utilized in these six years of production in the fi eld of journalism at the School of Communication and Art. Among the works actually produced in these six years and classifi ed according to the categories identifi ed, the following subjects can be mentioned as examples:
• Print journalism -the book-report as an extension of print journalism; journalistic readings of cultural supplements; editorial line; report text structure; analysis of the discourse and documental analysis; subjectivity in editorials; columnists in the press; content analysis of a São Paulo newspaper; photojournalism in O Cruzeiro magazine.
• Regional press -the advertiser' s identity in newspapers; professional • Segmented journalism -scientifi c journalism; communication and proletarian press; children' s newspapers; sensationalist press; business journalism; journalism and the environment; economic journalism; trade union press; school newspapers; popular journalism.
• Journalism and politics -ideology, news and market; journalists and revolutionaries; press and constituent assembly; press and elections; press and power; citizenship and information; press and authoritarian regimes.
• Personalities in Brazilian journalism -Clarice Lispector, journalist;
Mario de Andrade, newspaper columnist; Luiz Beltrão; Claudio Abramo;
Quintino Bocaiúva and Silva Jardim, but also old citizens portrayed in newspaper pages.
Among the characteristics of this phase, it is interesting to note that the production in this period includes the largest number of postdoctoral theses presented during the 15 years considered and also represents the time in which the percentages of dissertations (53%) and of doctorate theses (37.5%) were proportionately closer in all the periods analyzed.
From 1996 to 2000, the predominant topic remained in the fi eld of print journalism and here the studies of journalistic discourse and genders of journalism stood out. It is also important to note the novelty that occurred during those years: the fi rst studies on journalism and the web.
• Print journalism -press media conglomerates; the news section in the Brazilian press; the Sunday editions; journalism magazines.
• Journalistic discourse -discourse on biodiversity in the press; journalistic narrative; journalistic discourses; journalistic process; morphological study of graphic projects; analysis of discourse in weekly publication; the utilization of information; journalism as an authorial mediation.
• Genders of journalism -women´s pages; the production of meaning in the printed image; literary reporting; black press; youths and newspapers; pioneering reporters.
• Journalism and the web -journalism in the digital era, Brazilian journalism on the internet, the internet' s impact.
Among the topics that appear with greater frequency in this period, it is worth noting that between 1996 and 2000 the studies on segmented journalism immigrated from the economic, ecological and trade union areas recorded in the previous period to the areas of culture (cultural sections, cultural agenda) and of health (approach to AIDS in the press, health coverage by the press). In this respect, the two periods have in common the fact that the thematic approach is based on the same gender of support: print. Another point to note is the growing trend toward production of research on radio journalism and television journalism, an indication of the interest with relation to journalistic practice in the electronic media. The methodological resource displayed at this time involved comparative studies, which stood out among the texts observed.
The third and last group of journalistic studies refers to the period between 2001 and 2004, which amounts to three years and three months.
The fi rst observation at this point about the academic production in journalism at ECA-USP concerns the quantitative jump: despite being the shortest period of time considered here, it is the one that off ers the largest number of studies -45% of the postgraduate works at the School of Communication and Art as a whole, compared to 28% in the fi rst period and 27% in the second. The numerical superiority considering the previous periods led qualitatively to diversity in the areas of thematic interest of this group of dissertations and theses, which are divided into varied categories. Technological mediation; segmentation in journalism; journalism and social movements; journalism theory; journalism and politics; history of journalism and teaching of journalism are the main categories that stand out in this three years period, as can be observed from the following detailed analysis:
• Technological mediation -usability of portal format; impact of the new media; infl uences of hypertext in interpretative journalism; network production processes; usability on the internet; network journalism; journalistic practices in new areas; journalism and public sphere on the internet; on-line journalism in Brazil; journalism and journalists on the internet; informative report in a time of transformation.
• Segmentation in journalism -feminine press; environmental journalism; scientifi c journalism; literary journalism; sports journalism; international journalism; business journalism; trade union journalism; journalism and tourism; immigrants´ press; violence and the press.
• Journalism and social movements -internet and trade union action; citizenship in supplements; the memory of contestation; trade union, political party and religious press; NGOs and social movements; social movements and the press.
• Theoretical aspects -semiotics and journalistic creation; neologisms on the agenda; production of reality in the press; trans-subjective territory in journalism; imaginary items in the newspaper.
• Journalism and politics -building life stories; history of the alternative press; press and authoritarian regimes; press; from the democratic regime to the military regime.
• History of journalism -integralist (fascist) movement and workers in the media; Dunschee de Abrantes, journalist of the First Republic; the Realidade (Reality) magazine; trajectory of scientifi c disclosure.
• Journalism education -pedagogy for the newspaper-laboratory; school newspaper; journalism, internet and education; university periodicals; journalism curriculum.
In addition, the interest of researchers in the process of academic qualifi cation in this group of studies produced during this period also extended to subjects such as: media conglomerates; investigative journalism and interpretative journalism; the newspaper as a pedagogic resource; the professional journalist's profi le. Regarding the methodology utilized by the studies developed during the period, case studies and studies of content and of language are encountered more frequently.
Another characteristic of the academic production of that time is the intersection between two or more areas and/or categories, in multiple approaches such as history, content and gender; or regionalism, segmentation and media support. "From the schools our country needs in order to train its staff of intellectuals, of those at the service of intelligence and of culture, of professors, writers, journalists, artists and politicians, there is a whole world to be spanned. (…) This university is precisely a center of high intellectuality, of guidance of intelligence and of knowledge, of training professors, writers, journalists, artists and politicians, not just in the limited preparation and practice of doctors, lawyers and engineers. It will prepare the cultured man, who is diff erent from the man with a diploma". 4 This challenge continues today: to prepare beyond someone with a diploma. We know that the challenge is not restricted to the academic world, but it is the responsibility of the researchers in this area to face it in their daily lives, observe attentively the situation presented now. One possible action would perhaps be to move ahead in the identifi cation and organization of the subjects of scientifi c production in the area, which will infl uence the defi nition of new supplementary fi elds of research. With this, scientifi c production will be able to overcome dilemmas and problems in order, who knows, to at last overcome a scientifi c provocation -that of the theoretical construction of the area refl ected in the quality of research and of the work carried out in training.
2• CONTENT ANALYSIS: JOURNALISM STUDIES IN A BRAZILIAN SCIENTIFIC JOURNAL
In an attempt to perceive how the publicizing of journalism studies aimed at the Portuguese-speaking community is being achieved, since the language is not a barrier to the circulation of information, one possible approach is to present here some data -mostly quantitative and partially qualitative -based on a content analysis of the Revista Brasileira press advisory services and photojournalism had one text each.
In the detailed analysis of the quantitative percentage of the texts (see the following graph) we observe that the production based on historical aspects predominated during the period, accounting for 21% of the material analyzed, followed professional training with 13%. Genders, technologies, radio journalism, coverage and theory represented 50% of the texts, with each category accounting for 10%. Professional ethics was the topic of 7% of the texts, while advisory services, profi le of journalists and photojournalism came up to 3% each (or less than 10% of the grand total of the texts). It is also an exercise on how to face pedagogic challenges. In this way the probability of a better world takes shape, in which interests, besides being public, are mutual and shared.
NOTES
1 Invited to substitute for Professor José Marques de Melo at the round table discussion on journalism research in Brazil at the 2 nd National Meeting of Journalism Researchers in the city of Salvador (2º Encontro Nacional de Pesquisadores em Jornalismo), State of Bahia, Brazil, I opted for making a survey of ECA/USP research production during 15 years (1989) (1990) (1991) (1992) (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) . In some way, the survey shows the academic participation of professor Marques de Melo for more than three decades as both the head of the Journalism Department and director of the School of Communication and Art (ECA) at the University of São Paulo and his contribution to advance and consolidate journalism studies in the country.
